RECENT EFFORTS HAVEN’T IMPROVED ACCESS TO KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION

Analysis finds no evidence of higher rates of wait list placement and transplantation.

Highlights

• Despite wide recognition, policy reforms, and extensive research to address barriers in patients’ access to kidney transplantation, investigators found no improvement in rates of wait list placement and transplantation over 2 decades.
• Moreover, rates among vulnerable populations are especially low.

Washington, DC (February 11, 2021) — New research indicates that efforts to improve access to kidney transplantation in recent years have not been effective. The findings appear in an upcoming issue of JASN.

Kidney transplantation is the best treatment option for patients with kidney failure, significantly improving their quality of life and prolonging their survival. Unfortunately, patients can face significant barriers to being evaluated for transplantation and placed on a transplant waiting list. In recent years, studies have identified such barriers and have pointed out disparities faced by certain patient groups. Moreover, numerous policies, research studies, and interventions have been designed to address these shortcomings and improve access to transplantation.

To examine the effects of such efforts, Jesse Schold, PhD, MStat, MEd (Cleveland Clinic) and his colleagues analyzed information on 1,309,998 adults with kidney failure listed in the United States Renal Data System from 1997 to 2016. The researchers found no overall improvement in rates of wait list placement and transplantation over the 2 decades, and they found consistently low rates among vulnerable populations, such as those in lower income communities.

“These findings suggest that the cumulative efforts to improve access to transplantation have had minimal effect in the overall population and more effective strategies are needed,” said Dr. Schold. “In addition, disparities in access to transplantation are striking...
and suggest that many factors beyond clinical risks and viability for the procedure impact patients’ ability to receive a transplant."

Dr. Schold stressed that more effective and proactive strategies are needed to improve access to transplantation. “These may include systematic capture of patients referred and evaluated for transplantation, automated referral of patients for transplantation based on eligibility criteria, and incentive policies such as those initiated by the Executive Order for Advancing American Kidney Health.”
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Since 1966, ASN has been leading the fight to prevent, treat, and cure kidney diseases throughout the world by educating health professionals and scientists, advancing research and innovation, communicating new knowledge, and advocating for the highest quality care for patients. ASN has more than 21,000 members representing 131 countries. For more information, visit www.asn-online.org.
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